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Average Exposure Rate for Both Networks
(Pct Partners Growth):
Descriptives
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Significant Network Level Findings
(Exponential Random Graph Modeling)
Data Network:
• Preferential Attachment
• Is four times more likely to exchange data with partners than 
would normally be expected of a network of this size
• A preference for tight closed relationships 
Funding Network:
• Increasing complexity over the years
• Preferential attachment
• Preference for forming cohesive, interlocking relationships 
Snapshot Findings
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Contagion Results
(Generalized Linear Models Maximum Likelihood Estimation)
Funding Network:
• Exposure did not provide predictive capabilities
• Number of Partners did
Data Network:
• Contagion was apparent and statistically significant 
Snapshot Findings
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1. Continue to Monitor MDAPs
2. Expand to Include Contracts Network
3. Expand to Include MAIS
4. Expand to Include other Federal Agencies
5. Capture and Test Different Measures: 
Recovery Rates, Threshold Rates, etc
Future Efforts
